
MIDDLE SCHOOL RESOURCE
The God Who Saves: Session 12

Union With Christ
Key Statement: United with Christ 1) we bear good fruit, 2) we remain in 
God’s love, and 3) our joy in God is made complete. 

::CONNECT::

Option 1: Role-Playing Ministry
• With your students, come up with a list of situations where a person could be 

blessed or doing really well. Maybe they just got married, or they got a new 
job, or their cancer is in remission, or it’s Christmas break.

• Do the same thing, but with a list of situations where a person is having a 
hard go of it: your best friend spilled your secret, you got cut from the team, or 
you failed a class.

• Break the students into small groups. Ask each group to hold up a number 
between 1 and 10. If the groups picked an even number, they should pick one 
of the blessing situations; if they picked an odd number, they should pick a 
negative situation.

• Now, they need to role-play their situation. One of them needs to be the 
person being blessed or having a hard time; the other one or two people need 
to use John 15:1-17 to minister to that person. They should use the ideas we 
talked about in the lesson.

o For instance, if the person is blessed, they should bear good fruit from 
it, and they should remember that blessing is a depiction of God’s 
love; they shouldn’t idolize their circumstances. Their joy should be in 
Jesus.

o If the person is having a rough time, they should continue to bear good 
fruit knowing that God is pruning them (assuming, of course, they are 
a Christian). They should abide in God’s love knowing they are united 
to Jesus even though things are difficult, and their joy should be in 
their union with Jesus.

• Let them prepare their depictions, and then let them show them. Debrief what 
went well and what could have been said better.

Option 2: Analogy-Making
• After going through the lesson with the students, explain to them that they’ve 

been assigned to create an analogy for the lesson to be used in a children’s 
Bible story book or a website aimed at teenagers.



• They should come up with something that can incorporate the three points of 
being united with Jesus from the lesson. The analogy Jesus Himself uses is 
the vine, of course, but have your students develop one that reflects the 
points mentioned. 

• Students could use anything for the analogy. They could use a car, a video 
game character, an athlete, a piece of athletic equipment, a piece of furniture, 
a dinosaur, you name it. They’ll probably be pretty slow to start, but if you can 
come up with some ideas to get them started, they should roll. If all else fails, 
randomly assign them objects or people and have them use that object or 
person for their analogy (e.g., how could Han Solo from Star Wars or Kristoff 
from Frozen depict union with Jesus?).

• Give them time to come up with their analogies, then hear them out. Applaud 
what is good and creative (the point of the exercise is to get the points of 
being united with Jesus into their heads and hearts). If anything is a stretch or 
a shortcoming, go easy on them; after all, it’s pretty hard to top Jesus’ own 
analogy!

• Close out with prayer rejoicing in our union with Jesus and asking it to be 
fresh and real to the students.

::CONVEY::

If you are pressed for time this week, consider only covering points one 
and two of the session.  

Remember, this is merely a suggested outline adaptation for a middle 
school group. If you decide to incorporate one or more option into your 
group time, you will likely have to be very selective on the material you 
decide to teach through. Keep in mind that each class is different, and as 
the leader guide suggests, personalize the lesson content for your class 
by determining what elements are most applicable. Don’t feel pressured 
to teach through all of the content in a single meeting, but instead help 
middle school students to see the main overall point and big picture the 
lesson is conveying. 

::COLLIDE::

See Leader Guide


